FRANCE

Socialists have a
good chance in'81
On the one hand, they have convinced
many Gaullists who don't like Giscard
that they can safely vote for Mitterrand
P A R I &
on the second round without the risk of
R t N C H SOCiALIST PARTY bringing Communists into government
leader Francois Mitterrand on his coattails. Thus the Socialists now
has chosen his party's presi- hope for a good chunk of Gaullist votes.
dential candidate—himself—
On the other hand, by-elections have
and his successor as party first shown that Communist sectarianism has
secretary—Lionel Jospin.
totally failed to inhibit Communist votThese choices were ratified at a special ers from electing Socialists on the second
PS Congress Jan. 25. The loser on both round. The grassroots desire for left uncounts was Michel Rocard, deprived not ity has favored the Socialists against the
only of a chanca to try for the seven-year Communists, who are currently considpresidential term, but also of the consol- ered most to blame for the split between
ation role of heir apparent.
the two parties. Mitterrand, historically
Rocard's supporters are now promot- associated with left unity, currently
ing him to be Mitterrand's prime minister stands to pick up almost all left votes on
if the Socialist candidate defeats Presi- the second round.
dent Valery Giscard d'Estaing in the secRealizing his mistake, Marchais has
ond round runoff next May 10.
suddenly switched tactics. From lambastThis outcome now seems quite pos- ing the Socialist candidate, he has turned
sible, which may bg one reason Mitter- to demanding to know how many cabirand decided to take the nomination him- net posts Mitterrand would give to Comsdr instead o? leaving it to Rocard, as he
had seemed ready tc do last summer.
Another reason could be Rocard's surprisingly weak teSevision performance to
announca his candidacy last fall. Perhaps worn oat from overwork on his image,
Rocard looked more haggard than
;
"presidentially mature."
The Socialist Psrty is first choice of only about one fourth of French voters. To
win the decisive second round, a Socialist
candidate for presides! must pick up the
vast majority of first-round Communist
votes plus a fringe of voters whose right- munists. This approach may arouse distrust of Mitterrand among both Comwing choice loses on the first round.
Communist Party leaders seem out to munist and Gaullist voters.
In accepting the nomination, Mittersabotage this strategy. Had the PS nominated Rocard, they would have trum- rand stressed the need to "save demopeted this as final proof of Communist cracy" from the "disguised monarchy"
candidate George Marchais' charge that of Giscard d'Estaing. The party adopted
the ?3 has "turned right." And a "manifesto" calling for reduction of
Regard's spjsed to second-round right- the presidential term to five years.
in foreign affairs, the manifesto callw'»fg voters r^ighl r.ol have offset his
iOSSfis ssriong Cu^nunist voters. This, ed for ridding Europe of both Soviet SSat least, apjjsars tc have been the reason- 20 and American Pershing missiles, reform of the International Monetary
ing sf PS strategists.
I'", rss-sr.t soils, Mitterrand has made Fund, strengthening special ties with
rspic. gai??.s £?,ri is new neck-and-neck non-aligned countries of the Mediterrany/sth •Gisors!. Bui his current bright pro- ean and Africa, protectionism against
scssts owe niirch to an ambiguity he will Japanese competition and European unhavs £ hard tHi& maintaining through- ity. In particular, it called for "increased
European presence on the world scene"
out t;ie cs.rr.paij:T«.
."r; fact, it ?s the Communist Party to counter "the danger of a Yaita on a
leaders' crude,, exaggerated attacks on planetary scale," that is, the tacit diviMitterrand t>.?t hs.vs ssi him up to win. sion of the world between Soviet and
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Central America
has become a key
foreign policy
issue for the
European parties.
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mittee
of
top
European
Socialists—Willy
American spheres of influence.
Brandt, Olof Palme, Felipe Gonzalez,
Mitterrand, etc.—to defend the NicaraLoyal and earnest.
Lionel Jospin owes his rapid rise to the guan Revolution. The purpose of the
top of the French Socialist Party to his committee is "to keep the Nicaraguan
loyalty to Francois Mitterrand. But Jos- revolution from being isolated, to keep
pin is not a mediocre yes-man. Nor does it from being subjected to outside preshe seem inhabited by gnawing personal sure either from neighboring countries or
ambition. A graduate of the elite nation- from the U.S., and also to provide econal school of administration (ENA), Jos- omic and social aid insofar as possible."
"One of the most important points we
pin abandoned a promising diplomatic
career in 1970 to devote himself to uni- dwelled on at the Madrid congress was
versity teaching. He was recruited into Latin America, and especially Central
the leadership of the Socialist Party after America, because that is where it seemed
it was recast in Mitterrand's image in to us that the newly-elected Reagan ad1971. Despite his growing responsibili- ministration might act first to backslide
ties within the PS—including relations from certain tentative moves by the Carwith the Socialist International—Jospin ter administration and threaten a certain
has preferred to retain his teaching post number of developments we consider
rather than get elected to parliament positive. The decision to set up that committee can really be considered an atfrom some safe district.
Jospin is less brilliantly clever than tempt by the Socialist International to
some other PS stars, but more clear and voice a warning, an appeal to the new U.S.
earnest, with an air of solid intelligence administration—to say, watch out what
and straightforward decency. As a new- policy you adopt in Latin America."
What do French socialists think of the
comer to politics, he has been able to
American
left? Jospin said they consideravoid getting bogged down in historical
sectarian quarrels. His sense of what is ed the recent Washington colloquium on
the point and his ability to stick to it democratic socialism, organized by their
make him perhaps the Party's most con- old friend Michael Harrington, "extremely positive and interesting" because
vincing debater.
In an interview with In These Times it enabled them to aid U.S. socialists and
Jospin stressed Socialist International gave European leaders like Willy Brandt
support to Central American revolution- a chance to express socialist ideas "on a
aries and said that threats to Persian continent where ths wore 'socialism' still
Gulf oil security should be countered by produces a sort of electric shock."
The event also pointed up some famdiplomacy and energy diversification
iliar characteristics, "namely, the diffirather than by military force.
Asked whether—as some U.S. strate- culties for American public opinion to
gists argue—U.S. military control of the understand what democratic socialism
Persian Gulf would guarantee Europe's really is," and the fact that "socialism in
oil supplies, Jospin said that was all very the United States is still an extraordinarhypothetical, and one could just as well ily minority phenomenon."
Was it just fear of the word "socialsuppose that such a military move would
set fire to the powder keg. "Personally, ism" that kept Democrats and labor
I don't see military interventions and ex- leaders from attending the colloquium?
peditions as the way to secure France's Jospin believes "there are very profound
oil supplies. First of all, we think the differences between the Democratic Parfundamental thing we must do is decrease ty and the European socialist parties.
our dependence on oil. Partly by nuclear The first and most fundamental differpower, but not solely—and not at the rate ence is the idea that the working class
planned by the present government that might want to create its own party or
risks substituting dependence on nuclear parties. This has happened in all other
power for dependence on oil. We want developed capitalist countries—not only
diversification through use of old sources in Europe but in Australia, in New Zealike coal and a much more systematic de- land, Japan—but not in the U.S., which
has the largest working class, which can
velopment of new energy systems.
"Secondly, we think diversification of be very combative, but has the least autoil supply sources is necessary, and that onomous political consciousness.
"Then, starting with the place in sowe should perhaps be able to reorient our
import policy." Jospin said he was think- ciety of the working class, there are a
ing especially of Central and Latin Amer- certain number of ideas such as nationica, but eventually perhaps also Algeria alizations, an important public sector of
the economy, a certain view of political
and Africa.
As for the Persian Gulf, Jospin said he power, a certain way of wanting to rethought using French influence on Iraq, duce social inequalities, a whole range
a major trade partner, to find a peaceful of themes that seem to separate us.
"And then there is the party organizasolution to the Iraqi-Iranian conflict
would be a more effective way to protect tion, which is also very important. Most
oil sources than setting up military bases European socialist parties are not just
or sending warships. "We think there electoral committees or machines but
may also be a certain tone to adopt to- structured parties of militants organized
ward the Soviet Union to discourage it in local units up to a. central committee,
from adventures that could only be ex- with an organizational life that simply
tremely dangerous. Above all, we think doesn't exist, in American parties. Also,
the best way to seek security for our oil there is the very special relationship with
supplies is in a sort of economic coopera- labor unions—which may be direct, as in
tion with oil-producing countries aimed the countries with stiong Social Demoat peace rather than at arms sales and in- cratic parties, or indirect and dialectic,
as in France, which has a different traditimidation."
The French Socialist Party "is not an tion—which does not gxist in the U.S."
Jospin added that the Washington colecological party." Jospin pointed out
that there is no major nationwide move- loquium had been particularly important
ment to reject nuclear power in France because it was the occasion for European
comparable to anti-nuclear movements in and Nicaraguan leaders to hold the first
Scandinavia, West Germany or Austria. meeting of the committee to defend the
But in some cases there may be strong lo- Nicaraguan revolution. "The fact that
cal reactions against construction of a European Socialists met with Sandinista
nuclear power plant, and the Socialist movement leaders ana officials of the
Party is against imposing an installation new Nicaraguan government in Washingon a local population that doesn't want it. ton practically on the eve of President
The Socialist Party also acknowledges Reagan's inauguration seems to me a
that some problems of security and tech- highly symbolic act showing the evolunology have not been satisfactorily solv- tion of the Socialist International." H
ed, and therefore calls for temporary halt
to the breeder reactor program and a
slower pace in building new nuclear power plants. Otherwise, said Jospin, the PS
agrees with the French Communist Party
that nuclear power-is necessary to keep
the economic machine1, y running, avoid
massive unemployment and safeguard
national independence.
A warning on Central America.
The subject Jospin most wanted to discuss wss the recent Socialist International
Congress in Madrid, which set up a com-
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A Place Where Most Things Turn Out As Planned
REYKJAVIK,

ICELAND

YING MIDWAY BETWEEN EURope and North America, Iceland is a unique land of freezing and fiery contrasts. This
ragged island of boiling water, active volcanoes, craters and earthquakes is largely
ignored by the U.S. media, despite the
fact that it recently elected a woman president—the world's first chosen in national elections.
Moreover, this island-nation of 39,702
square miles and 230,000 people is
•among the world's richest, far richer per
capita than the U.S. Iceland boasts the
highest literacy in the world (315 books
published last year for 100,000 readers,
six daily newspapers for Reykjavik's
85,000 residents), the longest life span
and the lowest crime rate (one murder a year average).
Although Iceland has the highest inflation in Europe—floating at 60 percent
now—it has virtually no unemployment
and its wealth is widespread: homes for
everyone (80 percent own theirs), telephone and road service to every farmhouse, a car for every third person, a
far-reaching airline service to the most
remote sites, ferries, buses, a national
theater, orchestra and film company,
and full medical care.
"No one is left alone to die: that's
what I like about Iceland," says the new
president.
Vigdis Finnbogadottir is Iceland's
fourth president since its 1944 independence from Denmark, which ruled the island for 600 years. Though Iceland brags
of initiating the world's first democratic
legislative body, the Althing, over 1,000
years ago, today its legislative process is
eclectic. As Finnbogadottir said, "We
import foreign culture, we translate it into Icelandic, and we let it inspire us."
Thus the 1944 constitution of the Republic of Iceland calls for a president
elected by the voting public, as in the
U.S. Yet the president's duties and ability to speak out on foreign and domestic
policies are restricted much like those of
the royal families in the Nordic countries, (Iceland is a member of the Nordic
Council and the European Free Trade
Association as well as NATO, but is not
in the Common Market.)
The president is expected to symbolize
The entire nation and to represent unity
and continuity. She is not expected to be
a controversial or political figure. Finnbogadottir fits that image, although she
is unique and provoking simply because
she is a woman—the first to campaign
for Iceland's presidency.
During the campaign last summer
much was made of her sex, accompanied
with the inevitable comments about
"good looks." But Finnbogadottir's
education and cultural background
—educated in Paris, Iceland, Denmark
and Sweden, she has taught French and

L

drama, conducted a popular television
program, and for eight years directed the
national theater until her election—well
prepared her for the fight.
She ran on a platform of equal rights
and barely won the election with 33.6 percent of the 130,000 ,who voted. Many
who otherwise would have voted for her
did not because she also spoke out for a
pacifist approach to life, which some in
politics and the media interpreted as "leftism," frightening off voters. But Finnbogadottir has never been a member of
any of Iceland's four political parties,
nor does she have a specific political
ideology.
"A woman's face was wanted. It was
the right thing to have a woman president," she said about her election. "I
think it was the result of the 'woman's
day' strike we had Oct. 24, 1975. It was a
most marvelous day. No lady did a thing
the whole day. Thousands and thousands
demonstrated in the main square of
Reykjavik. 1 was striking like everyone
else, as were all my actresses, so the
theater was closed."
Even though Iceland was among the
first nations to grant women many equal
rights, today only three of 60 members
of parliament are female because, as
Finnbogadottir explained, "women satisfy themselves with less education and
lesser jobs than men."
Finnbogadottir is a straight-talking,
charismatic leader who describes herself
as a "premeditated pacifist." "I have
decided to be a pacifist. It sounds rather

President VIGDIS FINNBOGADOTTIR.

naive to say you're a pacifist if you don't
explain. I don't know of any person who
wants war.
"Whenever I speak as head of state, I
speak about peace. I will say it as often
and as long as necessary. We need money
to build up, to safeguard life. Think
what could be done if the money that
went into militarism went into, say, cultivating the Sahara. I don't know if it's
possible, but everything seems possible
today with science," she speculated.
The president speaks glowingly of her
fellow Icelanders. "We are so stubborn,
the only people that have detoured a lava
stream to save a village and then use this
lava to heat our homes. Nobody believed
we could save the Vestmann Islands, but
we refused to believe them and poured
water on the lava for days until the lava
gradually yielded. That was the day we
realized we had conquered the country,"
the president exclaimed.
Finnbogadottir is also proud that her
nation does not have a military force,
only a small group of unarmed coast
guard who protect the 200-mile Atlantic
Ocean fishing boundary and rescue sailors. The tiny police force does not carry
weapons, and there is only one prison,
with a capacity of 53 prisoners.
The president, like Icelanders everywhere, emphasizes her native tongue, the
original Scandinavian language unchanged over 1,000 years. As director of
the national theater, she brought avant
garde plays from France and encouraged
Icelandic playwrights. Finnbogadottir
believes the role of culture is "vital for
the independence of any nation. I believe a society has to be ruined from the
inside before it can be from the outside"
In Iceland, every other fisher and
farmer paints, draws or fashions poems.
One of them, Halldor Laxness, won the
Nobel Prize for literature in 1955 (Independent People, The Atom Station, Salka Valka). Laxness became a communist
after a stay in California in the 1920s.
Nevertheless, Icelanders everywhere identify with him regardless of their political
views. (Eleven of the 60 MPs are Marxists
of various stripes organized in the People's Alliance Party, another 10 are
Labor Party representatives, and the remainder are, to varying degrees, supporters of private appropriation, from small
farms to single-owner small factories.)
Finnbogadottir, an excellent linguist,
thinks culture in the U.S. is "too commercialized. It is a danger to commercialize so much because it becomes culture no longer. It is logical that the state
should support culture because it takes a
tremendous amount of time to create,
and culture can't be indifferent to the
state. I am willing to hand over to the
state quite a lot of my salary in taxes to
safeguard culture."
In a dialogue she encouraged, we exchanged views on the plastic knickknacks seen in almost every home and
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sold on every
street in this
smokeless, smogless, sprawling city that
spreads itself
much like Los
Angeles.
"Reykjavik
is totally heated from your
earth's boiling
water," I observed, "yet so
many of your
Nobel Prize-winning
people drive
Icelandic author
HALLDOR LAXNESS.
huge, American, oil-con- •••••••••••••
suming automobiles. I see much pride in
Iceland, yet I also see many American
products and, I must say, some of the
junk that the U.S. produces."

A Village That
VESTMANN

ISLANDS.

ICELAND

ROM FIRE TO WATER, ASHES TO
grass, Iceland leads the world in
utilizing renewable energy sources.
There is no other land like it. Some 200
volcanoes persistently grumble and sometimes erupt violently, producing onethird of the world's lava. One-eighth of
the country is covered with metropolissized glaciers that, along with rugged
treeless mountains, create rapid rivers
and startling waterfalls.
Geologically, Iceland is the youngest
nation in the world (the oldest rocks formed only 16 million years ago). For that
reason it has no fossil fuels, yet its growing pains unleash hot springs that heat
the entire capital city without a trace of
pollution.
Geothermal energy is cheap, renewable and clean. Since 1930 Reykjavik— ,
which houses nearly half Iceland's
230,000 people—has converted lava heat
into steam and hot water both to run turbines and to heat space.
The first of the present 50 boreholes
was drilled at a hot spring long used for
washing clothes. By drilling as deep as
2,000 feet to reach rocks heated by vol
canic activity and then pouring fresh
water into the holes, steam is created.
Metal heat transformers convert the captured steam into boiling water, which is
piped in a continuous flow to a pumping station. From there it is directed
through a central heating network of
buried pipes to every home, building,
swimming pool, schoolhouse, and many
factories in and around the capital.
(About 70 percent of all Icelanders enjoy such heating.) The costs to Reykjavik are one-fifth what it had previously
cost to burn fuel.
The hottest thermal areas produce
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